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Day schedule

Theory, Practice & Cases
This workshop contains a mixture of theory and 
practice, as well as good practice case studies.

University-business cooperation 
(UBC) ecosystem
The structure for the workshop is based on a 
framework for analysing university-business 
cooperation

Surveys & Mural
For running the workshop we will be using surveys on 
UIIN.org & Mural as our key elements of assessment 
and group communication. 

Need immediate help? Contact us through the Zoom 
chat

Today’s tools
Today 

14:00 – 15:30 Seminar: Introduction to the 
programme

15:30 – 17:00 Masterclass: Basis of UBC 
and UBC ecosystem

Tomorrow

09:00 – 10:30 Masterclass: The 
entrepreneurial skills of the 
spanning boundary agent

10:30 – 12:00 Seminar: The partnership 
approach

15:00 – 16:30 Fireside chat: Changing Hats: 
Beyond a Career Path to a 
Professorship | Sue Rossano



Next week

Sept 23 

14:00 – 15:30 Workshop: How to scan your 
environment

15:30 – 17:00 Workshop: Aligning your 
interests from the start

Sept 24

09:00 – 12:00 PAP workshop: Presenting 
your initial ideas

15:00 – 16:30 Tour of location: University 
of Malaga and LINK

Theory, Practice & Cases
All workshops contain a mixture of theory and 
practice, as well as good practice case studies

Mapping template
The structure for the workshop is based on a 
framework for analysing your ecosystem and 
environment at different levels

Surveys & Mural
For running the workshop we will be using surveys on 
UIIN.org & Mural as our key elements of assessment 
and group communication

Need immediate help? Contact us through the Zoom 
chat

Next week’s tools



The trouble is, if 
you don't risk 

anything, you risk 
even more.

E r i c a  J o n g

Balzhan 
Orazbayeva

Committed to  the  
Future  of  HE

U B C  P R A C T I T I O N E R

U B C  i n  E d u c a t i o n

F u t u r e  o f  H i g h e r  E d u c a t i o n

U B C  R E S E A R C H E R

C h a l l e n g e - b a s e d  E d u c a t i o n

U I I N  M a n a g e r

S t r a t e g i c  I n i t i a t i v e s



If you want to go 
fast, go alone. If 
you want to go 

far, go together.

Afr ican proverb

Todd Davey
360° UBC exper ience



If it doesn’t 
challenge you, it 

doesn’t change you.

F re d  D e V i t o

Monica Holly 
Coll ins

S t r i v i n g  fo r  a  m o r e  
i n n o va t i v e  f u t u r e  o f  U B C

C o n s u l t i n g

C o n v i n c e d  t h a t  t o g e t h e r

P u b l i c  P o l i c y

R e s e a r c h

A  Tr i p l e  H e l i x  B a c k g r o u n d

Te a c h i n g

We  c a n  g o  f a r …



It always seems 
impossible until it 

is done.

N e l s o n  M a n d e l a

Arno Meerman
T h e  a r t  o f  g i v i n g  a  f * c k

Tr a i n e r

C o n c e r n e d

I n n o v a t o r

C o n s u l t a n t

R e s e a r c h e r

L e a d e r

B u t  o p t i m i s t i c …
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…that people are the most crucial factor in 

transferring knowledge and innovation 

across institutions, mobilising resources, 

triggering organisational change, and 

making an economic and societal impact 

in their regions. 
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The Spanning Boundaries Development Programme 

aims to break down the engagement barriers

between universities and business stakeholders by

enabling the boundary spanning skills.
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Spanning Boundaries Programme (2nd PILOT 2021-2022)

AIM

To increase the amount of university-business 
cooperation by developing the spanning
boundaries skills of

1. academics and businesses

2. intermediaries supporting cooperation

PARTICIPANTS

• More than 100 people

• European cohort

• Mix of academics, business people and 
intermediaries

FORMAT

• KEYSTONE Personal Application Project (PAP)

• A series of seminars, master classes and workshops
(compulsory and optional)

• Mentoring sessions and PAP workshops

• Assignments & learning materials in online learning 
environment

TIMING

• Pre-program: Online

• Commences: September 16

• Course finishes: January 14

• Final presentation: February  10

• Thursday and Friday sessions



https://survey.uiin.org
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All of the following are initiating, coordinating and supporting 
cooperation between university and industry.

1. Protagonists

Working in university / industry. May or may not be involved 
in the cooperation they coordinate:

a) Academic – none to some experience

b) Business – none to some experience

2. Intermediaries:

Working between university and business

a) Internal intermediary – employed by of one of the 
cooperating organisations with some experience

b) External intermediary – are not employed by one of the 
cooperating organisations with experience
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MASTERY SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE & COMPETENCIES  (To know, to understand or be able to...)

Master of Strategy & Vision
To be able to apply the existing knowledge of collaboration partners to solve the problem at hand
To be able to develop an image of how a cooperation should work in ideal conditions
To be able to develop a clear and consistent vision for what one wants to achieve from the specific collaboration activities

Master of Collaboration 

To know who to approach for collaboration
To know how to evaluate knowledge for its potential usefulness to others
To know how to value knowledge
To be able to exploit one's existing network
To be able to create relationships

Master of Entrepreneurial 
Thinking and Acting

To be able to identify and leverage opportunities
To be able to anticipate changes in the environment
To be able to think creatively and originally
To be able to conceive alternative solutions to challenges
To know how to explain something in an attractive way
To know how to support others in entrepreneurial activity
To be able to take on and solve ambiguities and problems

Master of Partner 
Understanding  

To know the aims / priorities of the collaboration partner(s)
To understand the needs and wants of collaboration partners
To understand the different languages and cultures of different types of collaboration partners
To understand the differing motivations of the collaboration partners

Master of Knowledge 
Transfer and Engagement 
processes

To know knowledge transfer and engagement processes
To know IP regulations related to knowledge transfer 
To know what structures are in place to support knowledge transfer and engagement 
To know innovation processes
To know the human resources processes of industry
To know scientific / R&D processes
To know educational processes of higher education institutions

Master of Resource 
Acquisition & Mobilisation

To be able to obtain funding / financial resources for collaboration activities
To be able to mobilise non-financial resources (e.g. infrastructure, equipment, people) for collaboration activities
To know how to get resources to support knowledge transfer and engagement
To be able to negotiate trade-offs and issues between collaboration partners
To be able to negotiate reasonable goals between collaboration partners
To be able to identify and secure collaboration from others to access knowledge



https://survey.uiin.org
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INTRO
Basis of UBC 
and UBC 
ecosystem

The partnership
approach

How to scan 
your 
environment 

Personal 
Application 
Projects (PAPs) 
workshop

Evaluate 
knowledge, 
opportunities & 
markets

Personal 
Application 
Projects (PAPs) 
workshop

Online Platform (with components of network, self learning, and resource sharing)

PRS

PRS

Pre-program

Why 
University-
business 
cooperation?

Introduction to 
innovation, 
R&D & transfer 
processes

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 5

MC

S

W

W

W

W

MentoringMentoringPAP Shaping

Week 6

Mentoring

Entrepreneurial 
skills of the 
boundary-
spanning agent

PRS MC W MC
Aligning your 
interests from 
the start 

Introduction
to University-
Business 
cooperation

How to 
acquire 
resources 
for UBC

Legend: Fire-side chats (FSC)     |     Seminars (S)    |    Master class (MC)    |   Workshops (W)  | Pre-recorded seminars (PRS)

How to initiate 
partnerships

Personal 
Application 
Projects (PAPs) 
workshop

W

W

MC
Building a 
vision for 
cooperation

How to negotiate 
in the knowledge 
and tech transfer 
space

How to manage 
knowledge transfer 

W

S
How to embed 
industry in 
education

Championing a 
UBC culture

Measuring UBC 
outputs, outcomes 
and impact

MC

W
How to pitch 
your initiative

Week 7

Week 4
Hackathon

Oct 28

Mentoring (PAP)

FINAL GALA 
PITCH EVENT

Feb 11

Fireside chat

Syllabus 
for each
session

Delivered 
entirely online

Fireside chat Fireside chat
Fireside chat

Site visit

Managing 
partnerships and 
knowledge project

Personal 
Application 
Projects (PAP) 
workshop

MC
W

MC

W

Present PAP UBC ecosystem review Asset mapping report
Cooperation 

manifesto
Develop case study
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Basic 
Pathway

Participation 
Pathway

Accreditation  
Pathway

Completing self-assessment Yes Yes Yes

Attendance at 'compulsory' sessions Yes (6 sessions) Yes Yes

Completing a Personal Application Project (PAP) No Yes Yes

Participating in mentoring sessions No Yes Yes

Participation in hackathon No No Yes

Participation in staff exchange No No Yes

Submission of assignments for each module No No Yes

Recognition of participation
Certificate of 
attendance

Certificate of 
recognition

An accreditation 
from UIIN

Pathway expectations matrix

Time commitment estimations

In program
(hours)

PAP in program
(hours)

Own work on PAP 
(hours)

Assessment 
work (hours)

TOTAL
(hours)

1. Participation pathway 20 10 of 20 30 0 50
2. Accreditation pathway 26 10 of 26 30 38 94
Attend and do everything 51 12 of 51 30 38 119

Program pathways

What are participants expected to do?
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1. Develop & submit scanning mapping report: resource & 
ecosystem mapping exercise

2. Interview a relevant SB stakeholder & submit insights 
and reflections: the interview partner can be a potential 
collaborator, or a boundary spanning agent, or your 
fellow participant

3. Develop a cooperation manifesto: develop and submit a 
‘declaration’ of your intentions and objectives for 
cooperation and outline your vision

4. Develop & submit reflection paper regarding the 
current implementation status of your UBC initiative 
with reflection of some of the recommended reading

5. Develop a case study from your PAP: develop and 
submit a 'good practice' case study explaining your PAP

6. Develop and submit final PAP report: document your 
PAP work in a report format and outline the next steps 
for its further development after completion of the 
programme

7. PAP Final pitch: document your PAP work in a short 
presentation format and outline the next steps for its 
further development

8. ‘Staff exchange’ board: Make a site visit to another 
location, document the insights from the host institution 

What are participants expected to do?
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What are participants expected to do?

Personal Application Projects (PAPs)

Accreditation & Participation Pathways

PAPs (personal application projects) are a keystone element that runs 
through the Spanning Boundaries Educational Framework operating as as 
the primary learning vehicle.

All participants will be required to complete a PAP. 
• 10 hours minimum in program commitment (+ Own time)
• Each participant will be supported through the program with input 

and feedback to complete their PAP:
‒ In-class from peers and facilitators
‒ Through mentoring sessions

• Participants will present their PAP:
‒ At the start of the program 
‒ In the middle of the program
‒ At the end of the program at the final pitching event

PAP Structure
▪ Personal profile (name, 

position organisation)
▪ PAP name and duration
▪ Motivation
▪ Current situation
▪ Primary aim
▪ Specific objectives
▪ Stakeholders involved
▪ Activities
▪ Gantt Chart
▪ Expected results
▪ Expected challenges
▪ Project plan



I believe there is an 

opportunity to do...

Which is expected to

benefit the partner

by/through...

The outcome is expected 

to be …

Will benefit me/my

organisation by/through...

The primary success

factors are...

And I expect 

resistance from…

To get this moving, the first 

thing I will do…

To address the current

situation/problem which is…

Working together with…

Including the following

activities…



I believe there is an 

opportunity to do...

Which is expected to

benefit the partner

by/through...

The outcome is expected 

to be …

Will benefit me/my

organisation by/through...

The primary success

factors are...

And I expect 

resistance from…

To get this moving, the first 

thing I will do…

To address the current

situation/problem which is…

Working together with…

Including the following

activities…

That research and technology projects often do not get used or 
commercialised and cost significant amounts for retaining patents

Create a tool that support researchers and universities to detect, at 
an early stage, where there is commercial potential for the project

A consortium of research partners and technology transfer offices 
interested in making better value out of research results

(1) Undertaking research to establish the most important criteria for 
commercialising research, (2) developing a tool based upon the results

(PAP) Results that can be utilised to (after the end of the PAP) create a 
(1) A handbook, (2) Online tool to support research valorisation

Increasing the value and usefulness of their own or their university’s 
research

Improving the valorisation of our own research, and (potentially) 
providing a tool that could be commercialised itself

Getting engagement from technology tranfer representative and also 
from researchers and universities

Get time allocated to undertake the research

All involved
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September 24, 2021 | 9:00 – 12:00 CEST

During the next week’s PAP workshop, the participants will be working 
in smaller facilitated groups 

For your presentation you will:
• have to prepare a 10 minutes pitch (with slides) that covers the following elements:

• PAP name and its expected duration
• Your motivation to undertake this PAP
• Current situation
• Stakeholders involved
• Primary aim of the PAP
• Specific objectives of the PAP
• Activities that you will be undertaking 
• Timeline (presented as a GANTT chart)
• Expected results
• Expected challenges/obstacles

• get 7-8 minutes after your pitch for a Q&A session with other participants and the 
group facilitators 
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Saara Inkinen
Technology Transfer & Innovation 
Consultant, Founder 

Nordic Catalyst
Finland
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Facilitators Mentors Speakers
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Mentoring program

Mentors

Aim
To provide a vital learning opportunity (peer-learning) for participants to learn from 
experienced spanning boundary agents as they complete their PAP (Practice-based 
learning)

Expectations of Mentors
• To ask challenging question of the participant in their PAP execution
• To listen and provide relevant insights and advice where relevant
• To highlight good practice cases and examples where relevant
• To connect the participant to useful contacts where relevant

Rules of engagement
▪ Each participants gets 4 hours mentoring
▪ Mentors will not be required to be present at kick-off sessions or final PAP 

presentation
▪ Mentors will receive information about participants’ PAPs before first mentor 

meeting
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Month 1 2 3 4 5 6

Date 
(Autumn) WORKSHOP

September
24

MENTORING
Week of 

September 27

WORKSHOP
October

22

MENTORING
Week of 

October 25

WORKSHOP
November

19

MENTORING
Week of 

November 22

NETWORKING
December

10

WORKSHOP
January

14

MENTORING
TBD by 

participant / 
mentor

FINAL EVENT 
February

11

Length 3h 1h 1,5h 1h 1,5h 1h 1,5h 1,5h TBD TBD

Mentor 
present

No 
(optional)

Yes No 
(optional)

Yes No 
(optional)

Yes No 
(optional)

No 
(optional)

Yes Optional

PAP 
activity

Initial 
presenta-
tion of 
individual 
PAP projects 
by 
participants

First 
meeting 
between 
participants 
and assigned 
mentor

Planned PAP 
module for 
feedback 
among 
participants 
and 
facilitator

Group of 
participants 
meet with 
mentor/ 
individual 
meetings

Planned PAP 
module for 
feedback 
among 
participants 
and 
facilitator

Group of 
participants 
meet with 
mentor/ 
individual 
meetings

Planned PAP 
module for 
feedback 
among 
participants 
and 
facilitator

Planned PAP 
module for 
feedback 
among 
participants 
and 
facilitator

Mentor 
meeting –
date to be 
set by 
participants 
and mentor

Final 
presentation 
of individual 
PAP projects 
by 
participants
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Platform contains

▪ Information about programme 
days and modules 

▪ Assignments

▪ Materials (module presentations 
and recommended reading)

▪ Zoom and recordings

Access our website: 

https://uiin.org/sb-training-login

Log in using the details that we have 
provided you via e-mail

https://uiin.org/sb-training-login
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National partners are your 
main contact points for 
mentoring related questions

For platform related 
questions, you can refer to 
Jose Villagran –
villagran@uiin.org

Next week during PAP 
workshop we will announce 
your mentors

National Partner Country Main Contact

Crazy Town Finland
Toni Pienonen & Mikko 

Korpela

Institut Mines-Télécom 
Business School

France Todd Davey

Meath County Council Ireland Joe English

Momentum Ireland Orla Casey

Münster University of 
Applied Sciences

Germany
Anna Haaslet & Habtamu 

Diriba 

University of Malaga Spain Clara Plata

Spanish Chamber of 
Commerce

Spain Elia Retamosa

Istanbul Technical 
University

Turkey Zeynep Erden Bayazit

UIIN Other countries Jose Villagran
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